Bulk Graphene Pricing Report 2016

Description: The 2016 Bulk Graphene Pricing Report provides both competition based pricing and demand based pricing analysis across the broad spectrum of graphene powder material types or "bulk graphene" products.

For Graphene Producers: Bulk Graphene Pricing Report 2016 Executive Summary
- Understand which end user markets are the best candidates for industrial scale use of graphene
- Discover current market price points for different forms of graphene materials
- Learn what price points will be needed for graphene to compete effective with existing materials in targeted markets

For Graphene Buyers and Users:
- Gain transparency into current market prices for different forms of graphene materials
- Discover which markets are viable for the use of graphene as a competitive, functional material
- Improve your knowledge and negotiating position when sourcing bulk graphene materials

The 2016 edition of the acclaimed pricing study now includes a raft of new content.

Key changes include:
- Demand-based pricing analysis for Energy Storage, Conductive Inks and Thermal Management applications,
- Competitive analysis of other 2D materials and carbon nanotubes in comparison to graphene,
- Detailed price tolerance figures for several key markets in a new reference table,
- An updated comprehensive listing of graphene producers now with over 100 companies,
- Production capacity figures for the top 16 graphene producers,
- Additional new content and updates across all report chapters, with 52 pages, 14 figures and diagrams, 12 tables and 22,500-word count.
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